
Central Sierra Historical Society and Museum, Inc.

Discover
Understanding the Central Sierra and our stewardship of it is an ever-

evolving process. The Central Sierra Historical Society’s Museum of 

the Central Sierra is the bridge to that understanding and awakening 

stewardship. It is a museum that connects people and mountains, 

resources and economy, water and power, and so much more. It’s an 

experience – an interpretive and engaging journey for the visitor. 

A Museum without Walls
The Museum of the Central Sierra is a museum without walls that 

takes the visitor on a learning experience that begins with the 

Museum’s programs and exhibits, then moves outward to the 20-acre 

site, the surrounding forest, and interpretive satellites.

With annual visitation that will number over 100,000, the Museum will 

have an extraordinary impact on people who live in, travel through 

or visit the area. They will learn why the Central Sierra is special, how 

the mountains and their life forms came to be and how they have 

changed over time. Their curiosity will be stirred. They will gain a 

heightened awareness of the need for stewardship of our natural and 

cultural resources. They will be inspired by the entrepreneurial spirit 

of early historical figures. They will come to appreciate the rich natural 

and cultural history of the area while relating to the stories of diverse 

individuals who shaped the Central Sierra.

Enjoy
We invite you now to enjoy this museum without walls, a museum for 

us, for our children and our children’s children. It’s a place to begin a 

lifetime of discovery, looking carefully at what is here, who has been 

here, what they have accomplished, and what we want this beautiful 

land to become in the future...for our future generations to enjoy.

So much of what we are,

so much of what we depend on,

comes from a very special place:

the Central Sierra.

Visitors will see

the Central Sierra

with new eyes.
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Born of glacial ice and volcanic violence, shaped by shifting tectonic plates, 

the Sierra Nevada is a titanic sculpture 70 million years in the making. It’s 

also a sacred trust, forever entwined with the lives of people.  It’s about trees 

and homes, water and food, successes and failures, electricity and recreation, 

promise and legacy.   Today and forever, you are a part of the Central Sierra.

For thousands of years, the natural environment of the Central Sierra has played 

a significant role in the lives of the people of California. And, the people of 

California, from the earliest of time, have affected the physical environment of 

the Central Sierra. The Central Sierra has fueled California’s growth, supplying its 

many natural and human resources to create vast enterprises and a vibrant state.  

The Foothill Gallery
The front porch of the Sierra is the foothill region, where 

crumbling granite gives way to lazily rolling hills peppered 

with stately oak trees, and where the sky meets the horizon.  It 

is here where the earliest Americans found a satisfying place to 

live – full of game and food for gathering.

...A Sacred Trust Building A Dynamic California

Seeing With New Eyes ...
The Museum of the Central Sierra is a total experience. It’s here to provide you with new eyes to 

see things that are millions of years old and things that are beginning today. As you journey through 

the Museum you will begin to see the Central Sierra as you have never seen it before.

The Central Sierra Experience Begins With The Museum
The Museum of the Central Sierra is the place where your understanding and appreciation of this 

rich land begins. The setting is as much a part of the Museum as the exhibits, displays, programs, 

lectures, and events that will be shared by visitors. What you see, hear, and touch inside becomes a 

catalyst for the experience outside.

The Alpine Gallery
In the alpine region, time is told in eons. Here is a gallery of 

mountain peaks and high country glaciers where water, the 

timeless fuel for growth and prosperity, is gathered from 

thunderstorms and stored as snow. 

The Forest Gallery
The forest region with its vastness in natural resources 

is rivaled only by its abundance in natural beauty. It is a 

complete ecosystem rich in human history and economic 

opportunity.  Its wealth is measured in megawatts and 

millions of visitors, acre-feet and board-feet.

Three Galleries Where The Experience Begins

The Museum Of The Central Sierra
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